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IN THE NAME OF ALLAH, THE MOST GRACIOUS, THE MOST MECIFUL

SECRETARIAT NEWS

A publication by the Secretariat of the Society.
President’s Acceptance Speech
during Inauguration Ceremony
on 23rd January 2022: Faith,
Steadfastness, Persistence, and
Sacrifice for Sustainable
Success.

We can all be proud of what we
achieved in the last 2 years with our
focus on Health, Education, Livelihood
and Da’wah (HELD) especially in terms
of improving the welfare of our
members,
strengthening
the
relationship
between
HQ
and
Zones/Branches,
expansion
of
programmes in Fountain University
and laying the foundation for dawah.

I seek refuge from Allah (SWT) against
shaytan, the accursed and I start in the
name of Allah (SWT), the Most Beneficent,
the Most Merciful, the Lord of the Worlds.
He is to whom all praises and adorations are
reserved. I bear witness that there is no one
worthy of worship but Allah (SWT) alone, I
bear witness that Muhammad (SAW) is His
servant and the seal of His Messengers. I
greet all of us in the best form by saying
Asalam

Alaykum

Waramatulahi

Wabarakatuhu.

Especially to my colleagues in the NEC, it
has been a privilege leading the Council and
being the chief driver. Thank you for
allowing me to push us to move beyond our
comfort

zone

to

embrace

change,

sometimes at great personal expense.
Thank

you

for

accepting

my

multiple

challenges and trusting my direction even
when what we needed to do was poorly
defined, and the task may seem daunting.

First of, let me express my Gratitude to
Allah, Hamda katheeran tayiban mubaraka
feehi.

He

is

Compassionate,

Ar-Rahman/Exceedingly
Ar-Rahim/Exceedingly

As said by Albert Einstein, in the midst of
crisis, lies great opportunity. I am glad we
were able to turn the covid-19 crisis into
great opportunities for the society.

Merciful, Al-Bari/The Designer, Al-Fattah/The
Victory Giver, Al-Qayyum/The Guardian, ArRashid/The Guide to the Right Path. I thank
Allah for His Guidance, Mercy, Blessings,
Favour and Kindness to the outgone NEC
that led the society over the last 27 months
most of which were impacted by Covid-19.

My personal thanks go to my colleagues in
Verraki

Partners

who

tolerated

my

absence at work, all my friends and
mentors, in and outside NASFAT, for their
support, generosity and encouragement,
without which it would have been a more
challenging journey.

Health:
Led by Dr Ruqayat Ajibola-Bakare, we
spent N69.6m to provide covid-19
relief to 23,216 households and
130,673 beneficiaries in 252 locations
across our zones in 2020.
We also provided screening services
– Dental, Eyes, HIV, Hepatitis,
Prostrate,
Cervical
and
Breast
Cancer, Diabetes and Hypertension –
to thousands of members across our
locations and similarly provided
vaccination for Hepatitis and covid19 plus free cataract eye surgery
and
distribution
of
medical
eyeglasses to members at the HQ.
Education:
Led by Dr Rahmat Adisa, the Society
sponsored 53 members who are
teachers for the Project METAL
(Making Every Teacher A Leader)
Leadership training. Our own HAVEK
Leadership Academy is now in full
operations and is offering leadership
training for individuals and leaders of
Islamic organizations, and will soon
start
a
Fellowship
for
young
professionals.

Appreciation.
My deep appreciation to the BOT, NCOE,
ZEC, BEC, mission board, my colleagues in
the NEC and all members and friends of the
Society for your support in the last 2 years.
Obedience of followership is what enables
successful leadership and leads to a united
and progressive society. I thank all our exco

And lastly, my eternal gratitude to my
Mum, Idowu my wife, our kids and my
siblings

for

their

prayers,

unshaking

support, sacrifice and tolerance for my
absence, even as I ask for their continued
understanding and support for another 2
years.

and members across zones/branches for
your obedience to the directives of the NEC.
I must mention that the last NEC enjoyed
unparalleled support from past presidents
and the NCOE.

Reflection: Last 2 Years:
The last 2 years have been challenging for
all. The NEC had to change our plan midflight to address the challenges of the
pandemic

and

global

economic

crisis.

People plan, Allah plan and Allah is the best
of all planners. Q8:30

Bro. Niyi Yusuf
NASFAT President
2022-2024
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The society provided free JAMB forms and

Dawah training programs and another 408

organized UTME preparatory classes for

members

members, held a Robotics and Software

Osogbo and Kaduna in December 2021.

Your support led to these modest

Coding summer camp for youth and we

Covid-19 delayed the pace of construction

achievements,

spent

for

works at the Aseese Mosque while the

complacent since we know so much

students and orphans. The NEC gave

society received endowment of mosques

more still needs to be done. Hence, the

approval for the building of new secondary

from individuals including at Ikotun, Ejigbo,

work of this new NEC is clear. The main

over

N22m

as

scholarship

attended

dawah

training

Moving Forward: Next 2 Years:

in
we

priority

leadership will be to strengthen and

secondaries

26

existing

schools.

deepen the positioning of NASFAT as a
society that stands on the Tripod of

2020, has all its programs reaccredited

Prayer,

and

supporters

furtherance of the Mission of the

completed 12 infrastructure projects on

Society and to achieve the goals of the

the

founding fathers as stated in Q3:104

Society

campus

primary

my

Fountain University added 2 new colleges in
the

and

the

under

be

8

to

NEC

not

Zone2)

addition

this

will

schools in 3 zones (Kwara, Ogun, and Lagos
in

of

but

with

during

its

the

last

2

years.

Alhamdulilah!

Knowledge

and

Da’wah

in

“And let there be [arising] from you a
nation inviting to [all that is] good,

Livelihood:

enjoining what is right and forbidding

Led by Alhaji Ibrahim Saka, the HQ provided

what is wrong, and those will be the

N28m as livelihood grants to over 1067

Ikorodu

and

soon

members including volunteers, Missioners,

Ganiyat Babalola led the update of our

wives of Missioners, Widows, and youth in

counseling

of

So, we will maintain our focus on our

186 locations across the network while

counselors across zones, and she with

priorities – Health, Education, Livelihood

many others benefitted from vocational

Alhaja Faosat Lawal led our implementation

and Da’wah (HELD) with a view to

training and job placement. The NASFAT

of a response strategy for the campaign

completing some of the outstanding

Agency for Zakat and Sadaqah (NAZAS)

against Rape, Child Abuse, Sexual and

activities including the following.

also distributed zakat of over N266m to

Gender-Based Violence.

more than 1159 recipients between 2019

We have also started a Good Governance

Health:

and 2021.

workshop series to promote a good society

Our priorities will include expanding

as we approach the 2023 elections.

Health

manual

in

Abeokuta.
and

Alhaja

training

In the pace-setting state of Oyo, the

successful.”

screening

services

and

vaccination for members, provision of

Society started a novel farming scheme on

Secretariat:

HMO

our Ikija land with 51 members planting

Led by Alhaji Dauud Sunmonu, we have

strengthening the Health Talk at our

maize and cassava on over 60 acres of

strengthened the HQ secretariat with the

Asalatu 4 grounds on every 3rd Sunday

land

design

revised

of the month and commissioning of

members affected by the Akesan fire

conditions of service, and recruitment into

new medical centers at Ikorodu, Ota

incident in Oyo town in partnership with

critical

Executive

and other willing branches, and laying

NASFAT Relief Initiative (NRI).

Secretary (second ES in the history of the

the foundation for the Mother & Child

Society), Revenue Assurance Officer and a

Hospital at the HQ.

while

we

provided

relief

to

38

of

a

roles

new

structure,

including

Championed by Imam Onike and Alhaji

functional DDM as one of the criteria for

Education:

Lookman Oseni, we started the NASFAT

the disbursement of grants and awards to

Our priorities will include expanding

Online Quran and Arabic Training Institute

zones, branches and groups.

HAVEK

to

starting

virtual

now

use

missioners,

Compliance

addition

We

for

Dawah:

in

Officer.

an

cover

a

asalatu

Fellowship

Leadership

Training

programme,

and

educational

service on Sundays and 3 Tafsir on Fridays.

We started consolidation of the financial

scholarships for orphans and indigents,

We issue the Friday Weekly The Call Poster

accounts of the society in 2019, did same

strengthening

on all our social media channels and have

for 2020 and are now using a cloudbased

supporting Fountain University (service

also started a Weekly Sunday webinar. We

accounting software at the HQ to ensure

improvement,

have setup the Missionary Welfare Fund

the integrity of our financial books while

programmes, development of South

for the education and welfare of our

our audited accounts were duly filed with

Campus,

missioners and seeded the Fund with N12m

the relevant regulatory authority.

towards financial stability).

while

45

of

our

and

NASFAT

Schools

expansion
increase

and
of

enrolment

missioners/members

attended various international
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Livelihood:

Internal Administration:

We

Our priorities will include expanding our

We will seek to further strengthen the

significant personal sacrifices and to

employability

communication and relationship with our

plant cash crops to provide shade for

programmes to be a mix of training,

stakeholders,

also

future generations. As the Rasul (SAW)

mentoring, providing capital, jobs portal,

improve the diversity and talent density of

said, "The best among you are those

and access to the market. We will expand

the society. We are developing a Diversity

who bring greatest benefits to many

the cooperative farming scheme as being

and Inclusion policy to groom youth and

others". Nothing good comes easily. The

done in Ikija Ibadan to put more of our

attract

task ahead calls for more sacrifice

fallow land to use, while also planning to

more non-Yoruba speaking members into

establish an HQ Cemetery in Lagos on a

the Society. NAZOCC has been charged to

sound

work with the leadership of our Zones to

We must avoid focus on self, and think

develop an Annual Operating Plan, starting

of the larger society ahead of self.

from 2022 for each zone so we can better

Allah said in the Holy Quran in Surat Al-

understand the nature of support required

Hashr Q59:9 - And those who are

Da’wah:

from HQ by each zone whilst demarcation

saved from the greed of their hearts

We will work with the missionary to

of zones will continue as 5 appropriate to

are the successful.

improve the depth, breadth, diversity, and

bring

quality of our da’wah programmes. We will

branches/groups. We hope to finalise the

May Allah make it easy for you and I to

introduce

and

commercial

empowerment

basis

with

private

investors.

monthly

dawah

training

in

zones/branches,

diverse

memberships

administration

closer

and

including

to

too

must

be

ready

to

make

from all of us.

the

review of the constitution, setup the

overcome our greed and be counted

addition to the Sunday weekly asalatu and

N2.0bn

in

amongst the best and most successful

weekly webinar. We will do more with

addition to intensifying the use of Direct

of mankind. Amen. As Allah says in

Digital NASFAT - online Radio/TV through

Debit

Surat Al-Qasas Q25:77, “but seek with

LASILKIIN media, NASFAT Online Arabic, and

branches, FUO, Aseese and Individuals.

NASFAT

Endowment

Mandate

for

Fund

contributions

by

Qur’an Training Institute and also introduce
NASFAT App and Islamily online community.

what (the wealth) Allah has bestowed
on you, the home of the hereafter”.
Otherwise, if we do not take up the

Our Request: Get Involve:

We aim to expand the welfare coverage of

challenge and spend from what Allah

the Missionary Welfare Fund, HMO & Life

Clearly, a lot still needs to be done. These

has given/entrusted to us, Allah will

Insurance scheme for our missioners in

are not easy tasks and so we earnestly

bring forth others that will do the

addition to advancing plans to set up a

appeal for your support, patience, trust

needful, as Allah warned us in the last

Missionary

and prayers for this NEC who will provide

verse of Surat Muhammad Q47:38

Training

Institute

in

collaboration with a Technical Partner.

leadership for the society for the next 24
months, In sha Allah. These priorities and

Behold, you are those who are called

We will encourage NAZAS to operate in

other new initiatives to be embarked upon

upon to spend in Allah's Way, but some

more locations and use our Charity Days

by

of

and Qurbani program to support the needy

commitment, higher dedication, improved

niggardly is in fact niggardly to himself.

in our society and communities. We plan to

contribution

personal

For Allah is All-Sufficient, whereas it is

start the phased development of the 28ha

sacrifices from the leaders, members,

you who are in need of Him. If you turn

Aseese Islamic Center via Joint Ventures,

staff and friends of the society.

away, He will replace you by a people

this

NEC

will

and

require

significant

renewed

Partnerships etc even as we aim to
complete

the

roofing

of

the

you

are

niggardly.

Whoever

is

other than you, and they will not be like

Aseese

As I said in my stewardship report at the

mosque and commence partial usage of

just concluded 6th Biennial Conference, our

the mosque for religious activities including

prophet Mohammed (SAW) sacrificed for

Success is the result of hard work,

tafseer and salat in the year Insha Allah.

Deen Islam and left Mecca his hometown

determination,

persistence,

We thank Lagos Zone2 and UK/1 zones who

for

sacrifice

the

have contributed at least 50% of the

majestically by Allah.

Medina

and

he

was

rewarded

you.”

and

pleasure

faith,
and

blessings of Allah (SWT). This time in the

N10m target per zone and we hereby

life of our society and the tasks ahead

charge other zones to also do fund raising

calls for a higher level of sacrifice from

in earnest so we can complete the roofing

ALL of us and from all stakeholders in

of the mosque in the first half of this year.

order to achieve the desired goals and
mission of NASFAT. Personal Sacrifices
will be required, involving our desires,
ego, time, talent, treasures and other
resources.

Everyone

needs

to

contribute! Abu Hurairah narrated that
Rasul (SAW) said “
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'The generous person is close to Allah,
paradise, and people, and is far from
hellfire. The miser, however, is distant from
Allah, paradise, and people, and is close to
hellfire. The ignorant generous one is more

Subhanaka allahumma wa bihamdika ashadu
an laillaha ila anta wastag firuka wa tub’ilaehi.
Subhana rabika rabil izati ama ya sifuna ….
Olaniyi Mumini Yusuf
President 2022-2024.

pleasing to Allah than the worshipping
miser” (Tirmidhi 1961). The workload would
be harder, and demand would be more on
members of NEC, ZEC, BEC, COEs, and
other leaders of the Society. We would all
have to make sacrifices for the building of
a great organization.

MEET OUR NEC MEMBERS
2022 -2024 TENURE
Bro. Mumini Olaniyi Yusuf - President

Alh. Ayodeji Abdulwahid AbdulRauf - 1st VP

promised in the Qur’an in Surat As-Saff for

Prof. Rafiu Bolaji Adegbola - 2nd VP

our success: (Q61-10) “O you who have

Alh. Dauud Gbenga Sunmonu - NGS

believed, shall I guide you to a transaction
will

save

you

from

a

painful

punishment? ˹It is to˺ have faith in Allah and
His Messenger, and strive in the cause of

Bro. Fatai Adewunmi Olayemi - AGS
Mrs. Suweebah Bola Kupolati - NWAS
Mrs. Kuburat Olanrewaju Lawal - NFS

Allah with your wealth and your lives. That

Alh. Waheed Oladimeji Arilesere - NTS

is best for you, if only you knew”.

Barr. Olayinka Tajudeen Anibaba - NLS

So, let us all strive in the cause of Allah with

Prof. Busurat Oluwakemi Adekola - NES

our time, talent, treasure, and all resources
that Allah has entrusted in our care. So, my
friends, what are you willing to sacrifice

Hajia Mariam Funmilayo Onifade - NCAS
Hajia Hafsat Bamidele Bakare - NWS

and spend in the cause of Allah? On our

Kabir Raji - Youth Secretary

part as a NEC, we will obey Allah and follow

Engr. Kamar Bolaji Olawuyi - Project Secretary

the sunnah of the Rasul (SAW). We are

Bro. Kazeem Adewale Noibi - NMS

conscious of accountability before Allah

Alh. Abdul Munir Olalekan Tijani - NIAS

and mankind, and so we will lead by example
and put in our very best, every day. We will
be fair, firm, and steadfast in the pursuit

Dr. Rukayah Adunola Ajibola-Bakare - NHSS
Mrs. Fausat Folasade Adegeye - NEES

of our goals while hoping for the mercy of

Barr. Tajudeen Adebola Amusa - EX-Officio

Allah (SWT). I pray: O Allah, make me enter a

Dr. Rahmat Adetutu Adisa - Ex-Officio

rightful entrance and make me exit a

Engr. Muhyideen Alimi Yusuf - Ex-Officio

rightful exit, and grant me from Your Own
a power, favored (by You) to assist me.” Al
Isra Q17:80
May Allah ease our tasks and grant each
and every one success in this world and in
the

hereafter.

Aamiin.

Thank

you

for

listening and looking forward to your
support.

For the very first time in the history of the
society, the secretariat partnered with
the academy to organize a leadership
program for the newly inaugurated
Executives, and this trend will be
cascaded to all ZEC and BEC.
The training will be mandatory for
everyone taking up leadership position in
the society.
TEAM ADDITION:

Imam Morufu AbdulAzeez Onike - CM

This is one of the transactions Allah

that

HAVEK Leadership Academy:

Public Relations Secretary - Vacant
Security Secretary - Vacant

We welcomed two (2) new members
to the secretariat team.
Mr. Lamidi Saheed Ademola
FUPAC Admin Officer and FUO Liaison
Mrs. Sekinat Soluade
Revenue Assurance Officer.

OTHER NEWS:
The combined convocation for 10th and
11th graduands of Fountain University
Osogbo (FUO) held on 14th at Dr Amina
Sambo Multipurpose Hall. The event was
well attended by dignitaries from Public
and Private sectors, FUO Principal Officers,
members of BOT, Governing Council as well
as other stakeholders of the institution.
Engr. Prof Umar Garba Danbatta
(EVC/CEO)
Nigeria
Communications
Commission
(NCC)
delivered
the
convocation lecture.
H.E Mr Babatunde Raji Fashola SAN, Hon.
Minister
for
Works
&
Housing
commissioned the Adekunle College of Law
Building.

WELFARE:
The Society disbursed funds to
support the family of deceased
Missioner Imam Isa Khidir and
Volunteer Worker Bro Jaleel.

Editorial Contact:
Address: 6, Adebo Close, Ilupeju,
Lagos Nigeria
+234 8069204860
es@nasfat.org
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